There has been much interest recently in sets which have a self-similar, fractal nature. As a prototype of a more general problem, we study a class of Cantor sets on the line from the point of view of bi-Lipschitz geometry, i.e., quasi-isometry. These investigations reveal a surprising general principle: A quasi-isometry between such objects is essentially the same thing as a map which is linear on the level of measure theory, i.e., has constant Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to Hausdorff measure. This principle provides new invariants which enable us to classify generic Cantor sets of the type we consider.
( 3x ϊΐxeJu r(x) = { I 3x-2 if xe J 2 ; then C -τ~°°(J) is the middle third Cantor set. The ultimate goal is to understand the structure of C when τ is a locally expanding map. In this paper we consider the case when r is defined on a finite number of disjoint closed intervals J\, , J q contained in an interval J and r maps each J; affinely onto J. The topological and C 1 classifications of such sets are trivial, however the classification up to quasi-isometry (= order preserving bi-Lipschitz homeomorphism) gives a rich theory. The basic result is that a quasi-isometry can always be replaced by a quasi-isometry, possibly no longer surjective, with constant Radon-Nikodym derivative. The measure involved is the Hausdorff measure on the Cantor set, which is positive in its Hausdorff dimension. This result alone gives a powerful new invariant; previously the only known invariant was the Hausdorff dimension. These Cantor sets are homogeneous in the sense that any two points x, y have arbitrarily small affinely isomorphic neighborhoods in the Cantor set, although the isomorphism need not map x to y.
A similarity point can be described as a point, z, of the Cantor set which has a neighborhood in the Cantor set which is homeomorphic to a proper subset by an affine map fixing x. Measure preserving quasi-isometries preserve these points, together with a numerical invariant assigned to each such point. These numbers are related to the invariants of any dynamical system producing the Cantor set.
The classification is completely understood in the generic case in which the ratios of the masses (using Hausdorff measure) of J2, , J q to the mass of J\ are algebraically independent over Q. In this case any aίfinely generated Cantor set of the type we are considering which is quasi-isometric to a generic example can only be generated by affine maps defined on intervals J[, , J' r which are obtained from the intervals J\, , J q by two geometric operations called splitting and sliding. In this case, the gap invariant of §2 is a complete invariant. In the nongeneric case, splitting and sliding still produce quasi-isometric Cantor sets, but there are quasi-isometric Cantor sets not related by these operations. For some of these examples, the gap invariant is not a complete invariant, the extra information comes from the self-similarity invariant. The middle third set is a nongeneric example for which the classification is worked out in §4. A gap remains in our knowledge of what the classification is for some cases.
Definitions
The Cantor sets we study have a self-similarity structure arising from some dynamical system which produces the set. This structure is not unique, but it is convenient to utilize some specific decomposition of the Cantor set determined by a choice of dynamical system r. This decomposition is called a clone structure and is defined below. At various times it is useful to be able to consider alternative clone structures, just as it is useful to be able to change coordinate systems in a manifold.
Let Ji, J2, , J q be disjoint closed intervals contained in a closed interval J (which we will always assume is the unit interval [0,1]) and ordered from left to right. Thus Ji is to the left of J»+i. We further assume that J\ contains the left-hand endpoint of J, and that J q contains the right-hand endpoint of J. This ensures that the endpoints of J will be in the Cantor set. Let T{: J{ -• J be the unique order preserving affine map of J 2 onto J. Set r = {J τ i' \JJi -> J; then the Cantor set C{τ), or just C, is f|Γ=i τ~n ( J ) The components of τ~n(J) are called the level-n clones of C. Thus Ji, , J q are the level-1 clones. We also think of a clone as the subset of C contained in the clone. If A is a level-n clone, then τ n \A maps A aίfinely onto J, and so the subset of the Cantor set contained in A is just a linearly scaled down copy of C. τ n \A is a leυel-n clone map and may be written uniquely as an n-fold composition Ti 1 o r t 2 o o n n , 1 < ij < </, of level-1 clone maps. We say that C is affinely generated by the maps ri, , r ς . Notice that C is uniquely determined by the collection of intervals Ji, , J q . A gap, G, is a component of J -G, and G is at leυel-n if G is a component of
Thus there are q -1 level-1 gaps, which we label from left to right, Gi, , G q -\. Suppose G is a level-n gap, then there is a unique level-(n -1) clone map sending G to a level-1 gap Gi for some 1 < z < qr -1. The name of G is the integer i. Suppose A is a level-m clone, and B C A is a level-(ra-hn) clone, then 5 has level-n relative to A Similarly a gap G C A at level-(m + n) has level-n relative to A. By a clopen we mean a subset of G which is both open and closed as a subset of C. Note that every clopen is a union of finitely many disjoint clones. A co-gap is a particular type of clopen, it is the interval between two gaps in C. Alternatively we think of it as the subset of C contained in that interval. The following is obvious.
Lemma (1-1). Let A C J be an interval, and let B be the smallest clone containing A. Then there is a gap G at levelΛ relative to B such that AπG
The Hausdorff dimension of C is that d G (0,1) satisfying the equation that μc has been normalized to be a probability measure on C. (See [2] for more information about the Hausdorff measure on G.) Let £ be a point in J; the measure (or mass) coordinate of x is μc([0,x]). If x and y are two points of J which have the same measure coordinate, then there are no points z with x < z < y and z G C. Thus if x,y G C have the same measure coordinate, then they are endpoints of the same gap. We are interested in the classification of Cantor sets up to order preserving bi-Lipschitz maps. This means we are considering maps φ: R -• R for which there is a (bi-Lipschitz)
We call such a map a quasi-isometry. If C\ and C2 are quasi-isometric Cantor sets we write C\ ~ G2.
General results
The main result of this section is that the classification of affinely generated Cantor sets is the same for the relations of quasi-isometric bijections and measure linear quasi-isometric injections (measure linear means constant Radon-Nikodym derivative). This result provides two new invariants of affinely generated Cantor sets. The first is the gap invariant which is the countable subset of [0,1] consisting of the mass coordinates of the gaps. The second invariant comprises real numbers assigned to each of the countable set of similarity points defined below. These numbers are scale factors so that if a neighborhood of a similarity point is contracted by its scale factor, the neighborhood and its contraction appear identical. It is convenient, and in keeping with the philosophy of this paper, to measure the size of objects using Hausdorff measure instead of Euclidean length. Thus the scale factor measures the enlargement of mass, not distance, at a similarity point. In Sullivan's work [3] on the classification of the dynamical systems producing these Cantor sets, an important set of invariants are the eigenvalues of periodic points of the dynamical system. These eigenvalues are closely related to the scale factors. However, the notions are distinct because there are always many different dynamical systems generating any given affinely generated Cantor set.
There are two simple ways of producing affinely generated Cantor sets quasi-isometric to a given one. These methods are the operations of splitting and sliding. Let C be a Cantor set determined by a set of disjoint closed 
. Since TJ and rj have the same derivative, it follows that |0(G)|/|G| = |G'J/|Gi| so φ has bi-Lipschitz constant maxi<t< g _i{|GJ|/|Gt|, |Gt|/|GJ|}. Note that φ is measure preserving because it preserves the length, and hence mass, of clones, φ is called the slide map. Another operation called splitting also produces quasi-isometric Cantor sets. In this case r = 2q -1 and for some fixed 1 <i < q (see Figure 2) . Thus the level-1 clones of C consist of the level-2 clones of C contained in J 2 , together with the level-1 clones of C other than Ji. We say that J 2 has been split. More generally, let J[, , J' r (r = q + n(q -1)) be any collection of disjoint clones of C whose union contains C. Then we say that these clones are obtained by splitting from those defining C. It is an elementary fact that such a collection of clones can always be obtained from {J{} by a sequence of single splits, a single split being the replacement of a level-p clone by the level-(p + 1) clones it contains. The Cantor set C f determined by these intervals is quasi-isometric to C by the identity map. What has happened is that a new dynamical system generating the same Cantor set has been defined. Alternatively, we have changed the clone structure of C. Finite sequences of splitting and sliding generate an equivalence relation on affinely generated Cantor sets. In §3 we show that for generic affine Cantor sets this is the same equivalence relation as quasiisometry.
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Example. This is an example of a quasi-isometry φ of the unit interval which maps the middle third Cantor set onto itself. The map φ is given by the formula:
x -4/9, 2/3 < x < 7/9, 3x -2, 7/9 < x < 1. A more instructive description of φ is obtained by labelling the level-2 clones of C from left to right as Ji, J 2 , Jz, and J4, each of which has length 1/9. Then φ maps J\ U J2 linearly onto J\, maps J3 linearly onto J2 and maps J4 linearly onto J3 U J4.
Definition. Suppose (X,μχ) and (Y,μγ) are measure spaces. A map φ: X -• Y is measure linear if there is a constant λ > 0 such that for all μx-measurable sets B C X, φB is //y-measureable and μγ(φB) = λμ x (B). Claim. There is a finite set S C R such that for every clone D of C and
Theorem (2.1). Suppose that C and C are affinely generated Cantor sets and that φ is a quasi-isometry of the line with φ(C)
We remark that S depends only on C, C and K, not on φ. Let As an example of this result, a slide map is measure preserving, thus measure linear everywhere. The theorem can be rephrased by noting that the clone, A, is just a linearly scaled copy of the entire Cantor set C, so that composing φ\A with a linear map from C onto A gives a measure linear quasiisometry of C into, but not necessarily onto, C":
Corollary. // C and C are quasi-isometric affinely generated Cantor sets, then there is a quasi-isometry φ: C -• C which is measure linear but not necessarily surjective. The image of φ is a co-gap.
Remark. This result may be strengthened slightly as follows. The image of φ is a co-gap, thus a union of clones of C. Let B be the left-most clone in φ{C). Then φ~ι\B composed with the affine map of C" onto B is a measure linear quasi-isometry of C into C with φ~1{0) = 0 (recall, 0 is the left most point of both C and C"). The remark after the corollary implies that if C ^ C are affinely generated Cantor sets, then there is a linear map θ: R -• IR, θ(z) = az for some fixed a e (0,1], and Θ{G{C)) = [0,a]Γ\G(C). In §3 for the generic case it is shown that a = 1 so that G(C) is actually an invariant of quasi-isometry. In general, however, we can only say it is invariant in the above sense.
Proposition (2.2). Let B be a co-gap of an affinely generated Cantor set C. Then B ~ C. Equivalently, if m € N, and let mC denote the union of m affinely isomorphic copies of C contained in pairwise disjoint intervals, then C ~ mC.
Proof The idea is that C = ooC ~ nC. Let Ji, , J q be the level-1 clones of C, and define . This corollary says that given a local similarity map, then, modulo taking a suitable iterate and restricting to a smaller domain, it is essentially linear, i.e., linear on C.
Definition. The local similarity group at a point x of C is the group of germs of local similarity maps fixing x; the maps are considered to be defined only on a subset of C. This group is written SG X . Because a similarity map is measure linear, and two germs represent the same element of SG^ if they agree on C, the map λ: SG X -> R given by λ(σ) = dσ/dμc for σ G SG X is injective. Thus we may regard SG X as a subgroup of R*, the group of real numbers under multiplication.
Proposition (2.4). If C is an affinely generated Cantor set, then SG X is a discrete subgroup ofR*.
Proof The subgroup L of SG^ consisting of germs of affine maps of R is nontrivial by the corollary to (2.3). It is easy to check that L is discrete and therefore cyclic. It follows from the corollary to (2.3) that if σ G SG^ then σ n G L for some n > 1. Therefore if SG^ is not discrete, there is σ f G SGŵ hich is infinitely divisible, i.e., oo = sup{n G N; σ' = σf for some σ\ G SG^}. Let A be a clone containing x with A C domain (σ'), and let ψ: A -• C be the corresponding clone map. Then y = -0x is a similarity point, and ψ induces an isomorphism ψ*: SG^ -• SG^. Therefore it suffices to show SGĥ as no infinitely divisible elements. Let σ = φ*(σ') = ψoσ'o ^ " 1 ; then σ is infinitely divisible. By replacing σ by σ" . Now K is a finitely generated field extension of Q, and it is well known that the only infinitely divisible elements of such a K* are roots of unity. But 0 < a < 1, so a is not a root of unity, therefore a is not infinitely divisible-a contradiction.
Definition. If x is a local similarity point of C, the local scale factor at x is S(x) = msx{dσ/dμ c < 1 : σ G SG^}.
Corollary 1. Suppose C and C are affinely generated Cantor sets, and φ: C -• C is a measure linear quasi-isometry, but not necessarily surjective. If x is a local similarity point of C, then φx is a local similarity point of C andS{x) = S{φx).
Proof Suppose σ G SG^; then σ' = φoσoφ~x is BD because σ is BD and φ is a quasi-isometry. σ' is measure linear because σ and φ are measure linear, in fact dσ 1 
/dμc = dσ/dμc
The map 0*: SG* -• SG^ given by φ*(σ) -σ' is an isomorphism with inverse (0" 1 )*. Thus S(x) = S(φx).
Definition.
The spectrum of C is spec(C) = {S(x): x is a similarity point of C}.
Corollary 2.
Suppose C and C are affinely generated Cantor sets, and C -C". Then spec(C) = specfC").
Classification in the generic case
Let C* denote the set of all affinely generated Cantor sets of unit diameter contained in [0,1]. C* may be made into a metric space using Gromov's definition [1] ; thus if Ci, C^ G C*, distance(CΊ,C2) = inf{ε > 0|3 an ε-isometry p: C\ -• C2] (recall p is an ε-isometry if p is a homeomorphism and Vx, y G Ci, I distance(a;,y) -distance(pz,ρy)\ < ε).
Let Ψ be the set of quasi-isometry classes of C*, and give W the quotient topology. A collection of q disjoint intervals Ji, , J q contained in [0,1] determines an element of C*; since sliding produces quasi-isometric Cantor sets, the g-tuple (|Ji|, , \J q \) determines an element of Ψ. Let Σ li < h h > 0 \ i=i J Then there is a continuous map π q : M q -• Ψ which maps a g-tuple to the quasi-isometry class determined by intervals Ji, , J q with \J{\ = l{. M q is topologized as a subspace of U q . Let ~ be the equivalence relation on U^=2 M q generated by splitting, and let Jί -(U^U M q )/ ~; */# is given the weak topology. Then π q induces a continuous map π: Jίf -• ^. We show below that π\M q is injective on a subset of M q of full Lebesgue measure. In §4 we show that π is not injective. Definition. Let C be an affinely generated Cantor set with level-1 clones Ji, , J q of lengths /i, ,/ g , and let mi = μc{Ji)> The mass ratios are λi -rriim^1. An affinely generated Cantor set C is generic if C" ~ C, where C is as above and {λ2, * ->λ q } are algebraically independent over Q. We remark that this definition can be broadened, it is only necessary to require that certain specific polynomials do not vanish for {λ2, , λ g }. Theorem (3.1). //x, y G ./#, and π(x) is generic, then πx = πy o x = y o G(τrx) = G(πy), αnrf TΓX and πy Ziai e ί/ie same Hausdorff dimension.
The first equivalence may be restated in a slightly stronger form: We now introduce a standing hypothesis: (f) The clone structure on C has level-1 clones Ji, , J q with {λ 2 , , λ q } algebraically independent over Q.
Theorem (3.2). Suppose that C and C are affinely generated Cantor sets and C ~ C, and also that the level-1 clones

Lemma 1. Suppose C satisfies {]), A is a co-gap of C, B is a clone of C, and μc{A) = μc{B). Then A is a clone of C.
Proof. 
The algebraic independence of the λ^'s over Q implies that there must be the same number of terms on both sides of (1) Proof. G has level-1 relative to A, G 1 has'level-l relative to A 1 and, by Lemma 2, G and G' have the same name, therefore ψ(G) -G'. From the proof of Lemma 2, / is an affine extension of ψ so that level (A") < level (A') -1. Repeating this extension process a finite number of times gives level (A") < level (A) and therefore the required extension of ψ over A. ψA is a clone because it has the correct mass to be a clone. Let ψι: A -• C be the clone map corresponding to A, and Ψ2: ψi(ψA) -• C the clone map corresponding to ψι(ψA). Then = -0Γ 1 ° ^ό" 1 ° VΊ q.e.d. We are now ready to prove Theorem (3.2): the idea is to conjugate the dynamical system producing C' over to C by using the quasi-isometry, and then linearize this dynamical system. Let φ: C -• C be the given quasiisometry, by the corollary to (2.1) there is a measure linear quasi-isometry, which we again call φ, φ\ C -+U where U is a co-gap of C. We may assume that the smallest clone containing U is C, by composing φ with a clone map of C if needed. Let r t , 1 < i < r, be the level-1 clone maps of C, and φ^ = (r^)" 1 The level-p clones in a Cantor set are obtained by splitting once each level-(p -1) clone. However, since the clone structure is not unique, this produces a rather arbitrary decomposition. A geometrically more natural procedure is to split the largest clones. This gives rise to an operation called rolling, which for simplicity we will describe only for those Cantor sets all of whose clones have mass a power of 1/2. Let M = max{ni, , n q } -1; then the mass of every roll-n clone is 2~p for some p G N depending on the clone, with n < p < n + M. This is proved by induction on n. A gap, G, of C is a roll-n gap if it first appears at roll-n, i.e., G is a complementary component of the roll-n clones, but not of the roll-(n -1) clones. A roll-n gap G is contained in a unique roll-(n -1) clone, A, of mass -> C to be the unique measure preserving continuous map. Extend φ affinely across the gaps of C"; we will show that φ is a quasi-isometry. Let G' be a roll-n gap of C and set G -φ(G f ).
Then the mass coordinate of G f and of G is p2~( n + M ) for some peN. This is because the mass of a roll-n clone is an integral multiple of 2~( n+M ). It follows that G is a roll-fc gap of C for some k < n + M. Hence |G'| \G\- Remark. In the generic case, and for the examples of this section, the gap invariant is a complete invariant of quasi-isometry classes of affinely generated Cantor sets. However, it is not yet known if the gap invariant is a quasiisometry invariant for all affinely generated Cantor sets. It is not a complete
